We study the implications of the premise that any new, relativistic, highly energetic neutral particle that interacts with quarks and gluons would create cascade-like events in the IceCube (IC) detector. Such events would be observationally indistinguishable from neutral current deep-inelastic (DIS) scattering events due to neutrinos. Consequently, one reason for deviations, breaks or excesses in the expected astrophysical power-law neutrino spectrum could be the flux of such a particle. Motivated by features in the recent 1347-day IceCube high energy starting event (HESE) data, we focus on particular boosted dark matter (χ) related realizations of this premise. Here, χ is assumed to be much lighter than, and the result of, the slow decay of a massive scalar (φ) which constitutes a major fraction of the Universe's dark matter (DM). We show that this hypothesis, coupled with a standard power-law astrophysical neutrino flux is capable of providing very good fits to the present data, along with a possible explanation of other features in the HESE sample. These features include a) the paucity of events beyond ∼ 2 PeV b) a spectral feature resembling a dip or a spectral change in the 400 TeV-1 PeV region and c) an excess in the 50 − 100 TeV region. We consider two different boosted DM scenarios, and determine the allowed mass ranges and couplings for four different types of mediators (scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector) which could connect the standard and dark sectors.We consider constraints from gamma-ray observations and collider searches. We find that the gamma-ray observations provide the most restrictive constraints, disfavouring the 1σ allowed parameter space from IC fits, while still being consistent with the 3σ allowed region. We also test our proposal and its implications against the (statistically independent) sample of six year through-going muon track data recently released by IceCube.
Introduction and Motivation
In this section, we shall begin with a summary of the 1347-day IceCube (IC) high-energy starting event (HESE) neutrino data, focussing on events with deposited energies greater than around 30 TeV, and discuss some of its features, especially those that are of particular interest for this study. We shall then introduce two possible scenarios of boosted dark matter, which, in combination with a power-law astrophysical flux, can provide a good fit to these features. southern hemisphere. At these energies, i.e. E ν 1 PeV, the earth becomes opaque to neutrinos, thus filtering out neutrinos coming from the northern hemisphere.
• Below 1 PeV, there appears to be a dip in the spectrum, with no cascade events between roughly 400 TeV and 1 PeV. 4 • At lower energies, in the approximate range of 50 − 100 TeV, there appears to be an excess, with a bump-like feature (compared to a simple power-law spectrum), which is primarily present in events from the southern hemisphere [119] . The maximum local significance of this excess is about 2.3σ, which is obtained when the lowest estimates for the conventional atmospheric neutrino background is adopted, with the prompt component of the background assumed to be negligible [120] .
• Finally, and importantly, the data when interpreted as being due to a single astrophysical power-law neutrino flux, appears to require an unusually high normalization for this flux, which is at the level of the Waxman-Bahcall (WB) bound [121, 122] for neutrino fluxes from optically thin sources of high energy cosmic rays and neutrinos. This is an aspect that is difficult to understand within the confines of the standard interpretive mechanism, which connects ultra-high energy neutrino fluxes to observations of the highest energy cosmic-rays 5 .
Deep Inelastic Scattering of Boosted Dark Matter in IceCube
As proposed in [60] , if there is a source of long-lived, highly relativistic and energetic neutral particles in the present Universe which can interact with quarks or gluons, the signal produced by them in IceCube would, in all likelihood, be indistinguishable from the NC DIS cascade of a neutrino primary. To the extent that the astrophysical neutrino flux is expected to follow a simple power-law behaviour, one could argue that features in the HESE data (as described in the previous subsection) which deviate from this, such as statistically significant excesses, spectral breaks or line-like features, could indicate the presence of such a particle 6 . Although there are strong constraints on the presence of additional relativistic degrees of freedom during the epochs of recombination and big bang nucleosynthesis, such particles might be injected at later times by the slow decay of a heavy particle, which, overall, is the approach we adopt here. We consider the case where this heavy particle constitutes a significant part of the dark matter (DM) density of the Universe. Its late-time decay produces a highly energetic flux of light dark matter (LDM) particles, which can then give rise to a subset of the NC DIS events at IC. We note that this is different from the scenario where the heavy dark matter (HDM) particle directly decays to standard model particles, leading to a neutrino flux in IC, as discussed in, for instance [55-59, 61, 62, 64-66, 68-71, 123] . In the scenario(s) discussed here, in order to have NC DIS scattering with nuclei, the LDM particles need to couple to the SM quarks (or gluons) with appropriate strength. It is then possible that these interactions could keep them in chemical equilibrium with the SM sector in the early Universe. Thus, the standard thermal freeze-out mechanism will give rise to a relic density of the LDM particles as well in the present Universe, though the exact value of their present-day density would in general depend upon all the annihilation modes open and the corresponding annihilation rates. It is important to note that the couplings relevant for the IC analysis provide only a lower bound on the total annihilation rate. For our purpose, the precise relic density of LDM is not of particular relevance, and we simply need to ensure that it annihilates sufficiently fast in order not to overclose the Universe, while its relic abundance should not be too high, in order to allow for a sufficient HDM presence in the universe. The latter is needed to produce enough of the relativistic LDM flux from its late time decays. In other words, scenarios where the LDM abundance is small are preferred but not required. Similarly, for phenomenological analysis of the IC data, the production mechanism of the HDM particle does not play any essential role. Therefore, we abstain from discussing specific cosmological models for HDM production in this article, and instead refer the reader to possibilities discussed in Refs. [124] [125] [126] [127] . We further note that general considerations of partial-wave unitarity of scattering amplitudes imply an upper bound on the mass of any DM particle that participates in standard thermal equilibrium production processes and then freezes out. Such a particle should be lighter than a few hundred TeV, as discussed in [128] . As we shall see, the HDM under consideration here is necessarily non-thermal due to this reason 7 .
In what follows, we pursue two specific realizations (labelled Scenario I and II below) of such a dark matter sector, which, in combination with a power-law astrophysical component, provide a good description to the features in the IC data described in the previous subsection. For each realization, we perform a likelihood analysis to fit the IC HESE data and its observed features, in terms of a combination of four distinct fluxes. These fluxes are:
1. Flux-1: An underlying power-law flux of astrophysical neutrinos, Φ Ast = N Ast E −γ , whose normalization (N Ast ) and index (γ) are left free.
Flux-2:
A flux of boosted light dark matter (LDM) particles (χ), which results from the late-time decay of a heavy dark matter (HDM) particle (φ). When χ is much lighter than φ, its scattering in IC resembles the NC DIS scattering of an energetic neutrino, giving rise to cascade-like events. 7 We note that a two-component thermal WIMP-like DM scenario, with the lighter particle (of mass O(1 GeV)) being boosted after production (via annihilation in the galactic halo of its heavier partner of mass O(100) GeV) and subsequently detected in neutrino experiments has been discussed in [129] . Boosted thermal DM detection from the sun and the galactic center due to annihilation of a heavier counterpart at similar masses and energies has been discussed in [130] [131] [132] .
Flux-3:
The flux of secondary neutrinos resulting from three-body decay of the HDM, where a mediator particle is radiated off a daughter LDM particle. The mediator then subsequently decays to SM particles, producing neutrinos down the decay chain. Since the NC DIS scattering that results from Flux-2 requires a mediator particle which couples to both the LDM and the SM quarks, such a secondary neutrino flux is always present.
Flux-4:
The conventional, fixed, and well-understood, atmospheric neutrino and muon background flux, which is adapted from IC analyses [1, 2] .
Scenario I : PeV events originating from DIS scattering of boosted LDM at IC
In Scenario I, the three highest energy PeV events, which are cascades characterized by energy depositions (central values) of 1.04 PeV, 1.14 PeV and 2.0 PeV, are assumed to be due to Flux-2 above, requiring an HDM mass of O(5) PeV. Both Flux-1 and Flux-3 contribute to account for rest of the HESE events, including the small bump-like excess in the 30 − 100 TeV range. This scenario, in a natural manner, allows for the presence of a gap, or break in the spectrum between 400 TeV to 1 PeV 8 .
A similar scenario has previously been studied in Refs. [60, 63] , in which the 988-day HESE data were taken into account. While Ref. [60] ascribed the events below a PeV upto tens of TeV entirely to the astrophysical flux (Flux-1), Ref. [63] , ascribed these as being generated by the secondary neutrino flux from three-body HDM decay (Flux-3). In this study we do not make any assumption regarding the specific origin of these sub-PeV events, and allow any viable combination of Flux-1 and Flux-3 in the fitting procedure. As we shall see later, one of our main results from the fit to the HESE data within Scenario I is that with the current level of statistics, a broad range of combinations of Flux-1 and Flux-3 can fit the sub-PeV events, while the PeV events are explained by Flux-2. We note in passing that, in Ref. [63] the DM model parameter space was guided by the requirement that the LDM annihilation in the present Universe explain the diffuse gamma ray excess observed from the Galactic centre region [134] in the Fermi-LAT data. In the present study, the focus is entirely on satisfactorily fitting the IC events.
Scenario II : PeV events from an astrophysical flux and the 30 − 100 TeV excess from LDM DIS scattering
In Scenario II, we relax the assumption made regarding the origin of the three PeV events in Scenario I, and perform a completely general fit to both the PeV and the sub-PeV HESE data, with all four of the flux components taken together. Essentially, this implies that the mass of the HDM particle is now kept floating in the fit as well. We find that both the best-fit scenario and the statistically favoured regions correspond to a case where the 8 The statistical significance of such a break has now increased due to the recent release of six-year muon track data [133] ; see, for instance, the discussion in [118] . Additionally, as we shall see below, by providing a significant fraction of the events directly (via Flux 2) or indirectly (via Flux 3) from DM, this scenario does not require the astrophysical neutrino flux to be pushed up uncomfortably close to the Waxman-Bahcall bound, unlike the standard single power-law interpretation.
PeV events are explained by the astrophysical neutrino flux (Flux-1), while the excess in the 30 − 100 TeV window primarily stems from the LDM scattering (Flux-2). Flux-3, which now populates the low 1-10 TeV bins becomes inconsequential to the fit, since the IC threshold for the HESE events is 30 TeV. Expectedly, in order for the astrophysical flux to account for the PeV events, the slope of the underlying power-law spectrum in Scenario II is significantly flatter compared to that in Scenario I.
In addition to performing general fits to the PeV and sub-PeV HESE data as described above, we also explore, for both Scenarios I and II, the extent to which different Lorentz structures of the LDM coupling with the SM quarks impact the results. While a vector mediator coupling to the SM quarks and the LDM was considered in Ref. [60] , a pseudoscalar mediator was employed in Ref. [63] . Adopting a more general approach, we consider scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector and axial-vector mediators. However, we find (expectedly) that if the LDM relic density is appreciable, strong limits on the spin-independent coherent elastic scattering cross-section with nuclei of the relic LDM component come into play and restrict the available parameter space for scalar and vector mediators. There are also interesting differences between the pseudo-scalar and axial-vector scenarios insofar as fitting the IC data, as we shall show in later sections.
Finally, as emphasized in Ref. [63] , the three-body decay of the HDM particles that gives rise to the secondary neutrino flux (Flux-3 above), also produces a flux of diffuse gamma-rays in a broad energy range, which is constrained from the measurements by the Fermi-LAT telescope [135] at lower energies, and by the cosmic ray air shower experiments (KASCADE [136] and GRAPES-3 [137] ) at higher energies [138] . We find that the parameter space of the proposed dark matter scenarios that can fit the IC data is significantly constrained by the upper bounds on residual diffuse gamma ray fluxes 9 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 examines the different ways the LDM particle can interact with SM quarks, and summarizes the current constraints on the effective couplings and the mass parameters, using gamma ray and collider data. We also discuss the general method used to calculate the contribution made by the HDM threebody decay to galactic and extra-galactic gamma-ray fluxes. Sec. 3 focusses on Scenario I and describes our procedure for deriving best-fits to the observed IC HESE data for it, and the results obtained for different choices of the mediator. The validity of these results is then examined in the light of various constraints. Similarly, Sec. 4 repeats this for Scenario II. Although the focus of this work is on understanding the HESE data, IC has recently released a statistically independent sample of high energy muon track events [133] for the neutrino energies between 190 TeV to 9 PeV, where the interaction vertex is allowed to be outside the detector. Sec. 5, examines both the scenarios considered here in the light of this data sample. Finally, our findings are recapitulated and summarized in Sec. 6.
LDM interaction with quarks: simplified models and current constraints
This section provides further details on how we model the interaction of the LDM with the SM quarks. In what follows, we shall work with a representative model where the HDM (φ) is described by a real scalar field, and the LDM (χ) is a neutral Dirac fermion, both of which are singlets under the standard model gauge interactions. The interaction of the heavy dark matter particle with the LDMs is described by an Yukawa term of the form g φχχ φχχ.
We further assume that the LDM particles are stabilized on the cosmological scale by imposing a Z 2 symmetry, under which the LDM field is odd, and all other fields are even. The LDM can interact with the SM fermions (quarks in particular) via scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector, axial-vector or tensor effective interactions. To describe such effective interactions we introduce a simplified model, where the interactions are mediated by a Z 2 even spin-0 or spin-1 particle. The LDM can also couple to SM fermions via a Z 2 odd mediator, which carries the quantum numbers of the SM fermion it couples to. We do not consider the t-channel models or the tensor type interaction in this study.
In the following sub-sections we shall describe the simplified model setup and mention the generic constraints on the couplings of a spin-0 or spin-1 mediator to the LDM and the SM fermions. Such constraints on the coupling and mass parameters can be modified within the context of a specific UV complete scenario, especially if it necessarily involves other light degrees of freedom not included in the simplified model. However, since the primary focus of this study is to determine the combination of different fluxes which can fit the features observed in the IC data, the simplified models chosen are sufficient for this purpose. Our approach allows us to draw general conclusions regarding the possible contributions of LDM scattering and the secondary neutrino fluxes, while being broadly consistent with constraints from experiments and observations.
Spin-0 mediators
The parity-conserving effective interaction Lagrangian (after electroweak symmetry breaking) of the LDM χ with SM fermions f , involving a scalar mediator S or a pseudo-scalar mediator A can be written as follows:
Here m f is the mass of the SM fermion f , g Sχ (g P χ ) represents the coupling of the LDM with the scalar (pseudoscalar) mediator, and v (≈ 246 GeV) stands for the vacuum expectation value of the SM Higgs doublet (in the presence of other sources of electroweak symmetry breaking the definition of v will be appropriately modified). The sum over fermion flavours can in principle include all SM quarks and leptons, although for our current study, the quark couplings are more relevant. We shall take the coupling factors g Sf and g P f , which appear in the coupling of fermion flavour f with the scalar and the pseudo-scalar mediators respectively, to be independent of the quark flavour for simplicity. A SM singlet spin-0 mediator cannot couple in a gauge-invariant way to SM fermion pairs via dimension-four operators. One way to introduce such a coupling is via mixing with the neutral SM-like Higgs boson after electroweak symmetry breaking. Such a mixing, if substantial, can however modify the SM-like Higgs properties leading to strong constraints from current LHC data. Other possible ways include introducing a two Higgs doublet model (and mixing of the singlet scalar with the additional neutral scalar boson(s)), or introducing new vector-like fermions to which the singlet scalar couples, and which in turn can mix with the SM fermions [140] . In all such cases the couplings of the singlet-like scalar to SM fermions should be proportional to the fermion Yukawa couplings in order to be consistent with the assumption of minimal flavour violation, thus avoiding flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) constraints [141] .
Spin-1 mediators
The effective interaction Lagrangian involving a spin-1 mediator, Z , to SM fermions f and the LDM χ can be written as follows:
Here the subscripts V, A, L, and R refer to vector, axial-vector, left-chiral and right-chiral couplings respectively. The left and right handed SM fermion currents are invariant under the SM SU(3) C × SU(2) L × U(1) Y gauge transformations. Therefore, in general, both vector and axial-vector interactions are present with coefficients g V f = g Rf + g Lf and g Af = g Rf − g Lf . In order to obtain only vector or axial-vector SM fermion currents at a low energy scale, we need to set g Rf = g Lf or g Rf = −g Lf , respectively. If the Z couples to charged leptons, there are strong upper bounds on its mass from collider searches for dilepton resonances from the LHC. In order to avoid them, we assume the leptonic couplings to be absent. In a minimal scenario with only the SM Higgs doublet giving mass to all the SM fermions, we encounter further relations from U(1) gauge invariance (here, Z is the gauge field corresponding to the U(1) gauge interaction) on the coupling coefficients to quarks and leptons [142] . This is because if left and right handed SM fermions have different charges under the new gauge group, the SM Higgs doublet needs to be charged under U(1) as well. Thus, when a single Higgs doublet gives rise to the mass of both SM quarks and charged leptons, if the quarks are charged under U(1) , so would be the leptons. However, such constraints can be avoided in a non-minimal scenario, for example in a two Higgs doublet model, where different Higgs bosons are responsible for giving mass to quarks and leptons, thereby making their U(1) charges uncorrelated. We keep in view such considerations related to ultra-violet completion for this study, although we do not fully flesh out their consequences. The interactions corresponding to φ decay (left), mediator decay (centre) and χq scattering (right) involving a generic mediator, along with relevant coupling constants. Figure 1 shows the main interaction vertices which are relevant for both Scenario I and II. g y represents the coupling between the HDM and LDM leading to the slow decay of the former, with lifetime τ φ . The other couplings shown correspond to the vertices of either (a) SM quarks or (b) the LDM interacting with a generic mediator, which can be a pseudo-scalar (a) or a scalar (S) or a spin-1 boson (Z ) which couples via vector and/or axial-vector couplings, as discussed in the previous section. The rate of LDM DIS scattering at IC is proportional to (g q g χ ) 2 , where g q and g χ are the mediator-quark pair and mediator-LDM pair couplings, respectively. It is also proportional to g 2 y , or, equivalently, inversely proportional to τ φ 10 . Finally, the IC event rates are also proportional to the fractional contribution of the HDM to the total DM density, f φ = Ω φ /Ω DM . Here, Ω DM = 0.1198/h 2 (with h being the normalized Hubble constant) from recent PLANCK results [143] . From the above considerations, the IC event rate from LDM DIS scattering, for a given choice of mediator mass m M , is determined by the quantity F = f φ g 2 q g 2 χ /τ φ . It is useful to determine its maximum allowed value. In order to keep the couplings perturbative, we require g χ,q < 4π. We also require the lifetime of the HDM to be longer than the age of the Universe τ φ 4.35 × 10 17 seconds. And since f φ < 1, we obtain the upper bound, F 5.7 × 10 −14 s −1 . If the value of F exceeds this maximum, the couplings will not be perturbative, or the HDM would have decayed too quickly to have an appreciable density in the present Universe.
Constraints on the couplings and the mass parameters
The secondary neutrino flux from the three-body decay of φ (Flux-3 in Sec. 1.2), is proportional to g 2 χ (again, in the limit where the two-body decay width is much larger than the three-body width). It is also inversely proportional to the life-time of the HDM, τ φ . In addition to the mass of the φ, τ φ is determined by g φχχ when the two body decay to LDM pairs dominate. Thus, the parameters relevant for fitting the features in the IC data in our work are g q , g χ , mass of the mediator particle (m M ), and τ φ . The results do not depend on m χ , as long as it is significantly lower than m φ .
It is useful to examine the ball-park numerical values of some of the quantities which are used to fit the IC events using DIS χ-nucleon scattering. The cross section depends essentially on F and the mediator mass, m M . Hence, given a certain value of m M , and a value for the factor F , one could obtain minimum value of the couplings needed to fit an observed number of cascade events. This is given by g q g χ (F × 4.35 × 10 17 ) (1/2) , assuming f φ < 1, and τ φ 4.35 × 10 17 seconds. A typical value that occurs in the fits is, for instance, F ∼ 10 −26 s −1 , and using this leads to a lower bound g q g χ 6.6 × 10 −5 . Assuming, for simplicity, g q ∼ g χ = g, each coupling should thus be greater than about 8 × 10 −3 .
As mentioned earlier, (in Sec. 1.2), the most restrictive constraint on the value of F comes from the upper bound on the flux of diffuse gamma rays. We defer a detailed discussion of our computation of the gamma ray flux from the three-body decay of the HDM, and the resulting constraints to Sec. 2.3.2. Significant constraints also arise from collider experiments, where the mediator and the LDM particles can be directly produced, and we discuss these in the next sub-section.
The relic density of χ, which we denote as f χ = Ω χ /Ω DM , is not of direct relevance to our study, which focusses on the IC events coming either from DIS scattering of the LDM in IC, and on the flux of secondary neutrinos from the three-body decay of the HDM. However, direct detection constraints can be important if there is a significant density of the LDM in the current Universe. It is well-known that if f χ is significant, the spin-independent direct detection bounds on the scalar and vector interactions are very strong, and thus would force us to focus on either pseudo-scalar or axial-vector couplings (or relegate us to corners of m χ values which are not yet probed by the direct detection experiments). For our purpose, we could either assume that this is the case, or, equivalently, that the χ density is indeed small. If the latter, within the simplified model setup discussed above, the relic density of χ can be diluted to very small values in two ways. The first is by increasing g χ , and restricting to values of m χ > m M , such that the dominant annihilation mode of χ is to the mediator pair, which can then decay to the SM fermions even via a small g q . The second way (albeit fine-tuned), is by setting m χ close to m M /2, thereby allowing for a resonant annihilation of LDM pairs to SM quarks. Since the IC event rates do not depend upon m χ as long as it is significantly smaller than the HDM mass, both these approaches do not affect the IC event rates. Finally, there can always be additional annihilation modes of the LDM not described by the simplified models which do not affect the IC computations, but help make f χ small.
With respect to the choices of mediators, we note that as far as the IC DIS scattering cross-sections are concerned, the exact Lorentz structure of the couplings is not important. However, as we shall see later, the two-body branching ratio of the HDM to LDM pair is sensitive to the Lorentz structure.
Collider constraints
The collider constraints are sensitive to the interplay of several couplings and mass parameters relevant to our study, specifically, g q , g χ , m χ and m M . A scalar or pseudo-scalar mediator particle which dominantly couples to heavy fermions can be produced in associa-tion with one or two b-quarks (involving the parton level processes g b( b) → b( b) S/A and g g → b b S/A respectively). Such a final state may be accessible to LHC searches if the (pseudo-)scalar decays further to an LDM pair S/A → χχ. However, in case, m χ > m S/A , the (pseudo-)scalar would decay back to the SM fermion pairs, thereby making the search considerably harder due to large SM backgrounds. On the other hand, off-shell S/A production does lead to a cross-section in the one or two b-jet(s) and missing transverse momentum (MET) channel. Furthermore, an effective coupling of S/A to gluon pairs is also generated by the top quark loop, and therefore, mono-jet and missing energy searches are also relevant. These bounds have been computed in, for example, Ref. [144] . The current bounds from these searches are weaker than g q g χ O(0.1), across the range of m M and m χ of our interest [144] . As we shall see later, the coupling values required in our study are well within the current collider limits. For individual couplings, values of O(0.3) should be allowed, although the LHC bounds are very sensitive to the ratio g χ /g q , which determines the rate of events with MET.
In the case of a spin-1 mediator with either vector or axial vector couplings to SM quarks, the strongest collider constraints come from dijet resonance searches, where the mediator is produced on-shell, and decays back to the SM quarks. Depending upon the values of g χ and g q , monojet and MET searches could also be important, especially if a) the mediator width is large, making the resonance searches harder, or if b) g χ > g q for a given value of the product g χ g q , such that the branching ratio to LDM pairs dominates the on-shell mediator decay (when m M > 2m χ ). Bounds on couplings in the axial-vector case have been discussed in Ref. [145] , which combines the results of different experiments spanning a range of centre of mass energies, including (8 TeV) LHC (ATLAS and CMS), Tevatron and UA2. Similar considerations and bounds would apply to the vector mediator case. For O(1) values of g q g χ , bounds from dijet searches cover M Z masses in the range of 100 GeV to 2 − 3 TeV, depending upon the ratio g χ /g q , across the range of m χ values. For a detailed discussion of these bounds for different values of g q g χ and g χ /g q , we refer the reader to Ref. [145] . With the recent 13 TeV 15.7 fb −1 LHC data, ATLAS limits on the Z coupling to quarks vary in the range of 0.1 to 0.33, as M Z is varied in the range 1.5 to 3.5 TeV, when the mediator decay to LDM pairs is absent [146] . Thus, we conclude that the collider bounds on the spin-1 boson couplings are in the range of O(0.1), and the values required to fit the IC event rates are very much allowed by collider constraints.
Contributions to Galactic and Extra-Galactic Gamma-Ray Fluxes from HDM Decay
The three-body decay of the HDM to a pair of LDMs and a mediator particle (where the mediator particle is radiated by an LDM in the final state), will necessarily contribute to a diffuse gamma ray flux spanning a wide range of energies. This sub-section describes the general method we use to calculate these contributions. The mediator particles lead to hadronic final states via their decays to quark pairs or to hadronically decaying tau pairs, with gamma rays originating from the decays of neutral pions produced in the cascade. Leptonic decays of the mediator can also give rise to high-energy photons via bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton scattering. In the computation of the gamma ray constraints, we only consider the hadronic decay modes of the mediator via quark final states, since the coupling of the mediator to quarks is essential to explaining the IC events in our scenario. For the case of a (pseudo)scalar mediator, the leptonic couplings are expected to be small due to the smaller Yukawa couplings of the charged leptons, while for the case of (axial-)vector mediators, as discussed in Sec. 2.2, consistency with dilepton resonance search constraints favour a setup in which the leptonic couplings are absent. We note in passing that the same three body decays would also lead to signatures in cosmic rays, and there can be additional constraints from measurements of positron and anti-proton fluxes. Due to the large uncertainties in diffusion and propagation models of cosmic rays, we do not include these constraints in our analysis. The gamma ray flux, like the secondary neutrino flux which we calculate below in Section 3, has a galactic and an extra-galactic component [147] :
The extra-galactic flux is isotropic and diffuse (after subtracting out contributions from known astrophysical sources), while the minimum of the galactic flux is an irreducible isotropic contribution to the diffuse flux [147] . Since the most important constraints on very high-energy gamma-rays come from air-shower experiments, observations of which are confined to the direction opposite to the Galactic center, we take this minimum to be the flux from the anti-Galactic center, following Refs. [147, 148] . Unlike the neutrino flux, the extra-galactic gamma-ray component suffers significant attenuation due to pair creation processes, and consequently in the energy region of interest here, one finds the galactic component to be the dominant one from any given direction in the sky. This is given by
where, Γ dec is the total decay width of the HDM, M DM is its mass, and the line of sight integral over the DM halo density ρ halo [r(s, ψ)] is performed along the direction of the anti-GC. We take the DM density profile in our galaxy to be described by a NavarroFrenk-White distribution [149] :
with the standard parameter choices, ρ s = 0.18 GeV cm −3 and r s = 24 kpc. Here, dN/dE γ represents the gamma-ray spectra per decay of the HDM in the HDM rest frame. We take the prompt gamma ray energy distribution in the rest frame of the mediator from PPPC4 [150] , and then subsequently fold it with the three-body differential energy distribution of the mediator obtained using CalcHEP [151] , and finally boost the resulting gamma ray spectra to the rest frame of the decaying HDM.
The extra-galactic component of the flux is given by [147] dΦ
where, the Hubble constant is given by H(z) = H 0 Ω M (1 + z) 3 + Ω Λ , with H 0 being the present Hubble expansion rate, and Ω M , Ω DM and Ω Λ are the matter, DM and dark energy densities respectively, in terms of the present critical density, ρ c,0 . We take the values of all relevant cosmological parameters from recent Planck best fits [143, 152] . The attenuation factor e −τ (Eγ (z),z) describes the absorption of gamma rays described above, as a function of the redshift z and observed gamma-ray energy E γ , which we take from PPPC4 tables [150] .
Having established the framework and general considerations for our study, and outlined the constraints to which it is subject, in the sections to follow we proceed with the specific calculations necessary to demonstrate how IC data may be understood in scenarios combining boosted dark matter and astrophysical neutrinos.
Scenario I: PeV events caused by LDM scattering on Ice and its implications
In this section we consider a scenario where boosted DM scattering off ice-nuclei leads to the three events at energies above a PeV seen in the 1347-day HESE sample. In the present data-set, these events are somewhat separated from the others, since there appear to be no HESE events in the region 400 TeV≤ E dep ≤ 1 PeV, providing some justification for considering them as disparate from the rest. Both a) the details of the scattering cross-section of the LDM with ice-nuclei, and b) the three-body spectrum leading to the secondary neutrino flux in sub-PeV energies depend on the particle mediating the χN interaction. Thus we first examine different mediator candidates -pseudo-scalar, scalar, vector and axial vector -and determine how the corresponding fits and parameters change when a specific choice is made.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3, for the (dominant) two-body decay of the HDM (φ) into a pair of LDM (χχ), the corresponding event rate for χN scattering is proportional to F = f φ (g χ g q ) 2 /τ φ . The observed rate of the PeV events in IC, along with their deposited energies, then determines a) the ratio of couplings and lifetime F , and b) the mass (m φ ) of the HDM (φ), using the usual two-body decay kinematics [60] . Specifically, if the mean inelasticity of the interaction of the LDM with the ice-nuclei, mediated by a particle a is given by y a , then we require the LDM flux from HDM decay to peak around energies E PeV / y a , where E PeV represents an estimated average deposited energy at IC for such events.
In this scenario, events in the sub-PeV energy range are then explained by a combination of events from Flux-1 (an astrophysical power-law neutrino flux), Flux-3 (the secondary flux of neutrinos from three-body HDM decay) and Flux-4 (the standard atmospheric neutrino and muon flux), as outlined in Sec. 1.2. For Flux-4, we use the best-fit background estimates from the IC analysis. We determine the best-fit combination of Flux-1 and Flux-3, which, when folded in with the IC-determined best-fit Flux-4 will explain all the sub-PeV observed events in the 1347-days HESE sample. The parameters relevant to this sub-PeV best-fit are m a , (f φ g 2 χ /τ φ ), N Ast (the number of sub-PeV events from Flux-1), and γ (the power-law index for Flux-1).
The total number of shower events within each IC energy bin is given by [153] :
Here y is the inelasticity parameter, defined in the laboratory frame by y = E dep /E χ , with E dep being the energy deposited in the detector and E χ denotes the energy of the incident dark matter, T the runtime of the detector (1347 days) and N A is the Avogadro number. The limits of the integration are given by y min = E dep min /E χ and y max = min 1, E dep max /E χ . E dep min and E dep max are the minimum and maximum deposited energies for an IC energy-bin. M N C (E χ ) is the energy dependent effective detector mass for neutral current interactions obtained from [2] . dσ N C (E χ , y)/dy is the differential χN scattering cross-section, which we quantify below.
The total flux dΦ χ /dE χ is composed of two parts, the Galactic component dΦ GC χ /dE χ and the red-shift (z) dependant extra-Galactic component dΦ EG χ /dE χ . They are given by [56, 154] :
where,
For the two-body decay φ →χχ, the flux at source is given by :
where, E χ denotes the incident energy at IC for each χ particle.
We next describe the computation of the secondary neutrino flux due to the φ → χχa three-body decay mode, where one of the daughters (a) is the mediating particle in χN scattering. The general procedure is the same as outlined in [63] . In our representative calculation here, a is assumed to decay to apair, which by further hadronisation and decays leads to the secondary neutrino spectrum. It is straightforward to obtain the resulting neutrino flux in the rest frame of a (see, e.g., [150] ), using event generators that implement the necessary showering and hadronisation algorithms, such as PYTHIA8 [155] . This flux is then boosted to the lab-frame, which is, approximately, the φ rest frame.
This boosted flux in the φ rest frame is used in conjunction with Eq. 3.2 to get the final flux of the secondary neutrinos. The neutrino event rates from this source are determined by folding this flux with the effective area and the exposure time of the detector [2] .
Having obtained the event rates for the secondary neutrinos, one defines the χ 2 necessary to quantify our goodness of fit to the observed data:
Minimizing this χ 2 determines the best-fit point in the parameter space of {m a , f φ g 2 χ /τ φ , N Ast , γ}. It should be noted that the sub-PeV events in Scenario I are due both to the decay of the mediator and a uniform power-law spectrum typical of diffuse astrophysical sources, which is why the overall χ 2 function is dependent on all the four parameters shown above.
We now turn to discussing the results for specific mediators.
Pseudoscalar mediator
When the mediator is a pseudo-scalar particle, the corresponding double differential crosssection is given by :
where x is the Bjorken scaling parameter, M N , m χ and m a are the masses of the nucleon, LDM, and the mediator respectively, and
is the parton distribution function (PDF) of the quark q in the nucleon. We henceforth use the CT10 PDFs [156] throughout our work. Eq. (3.5) allows us to compute the event rates (using Eq. (3.1)) and the mean inelasticity of the χN scattering process. In Fig. 2 we show the total deep inelastic χN → χN cross section and the average inelasticity ( y ), and compare them with the νN → νN case [98, 157, 158] . Fig. 3 shows the individual flux components that contribute to the PeV and the subPeV events in Scenario I. This is a representative plot, and the parameters that were used while calculating the fluxes are the best-fit values shown in Table. 1.
As discussed previously, in Scenario I, the sub-PeV events depend on the mediator mass m a , the ratio f φ g 2 χ /τ φ and on the HDM mass m φ . The three PeV events, on the other hand depend on m a , the ratio F = f φ g 2 χ g 2 q /τ φ and as well as on m φ . Treating the PeV events as arising from two-body decay of the φ to χχ using gives us m φ 5.3 PeV. A major fraction of the sub-PeV events arise from the secondary neutrino flux, and for this we carry out calculations in two different kinematic regions:a) where the mediator mass lies above the bb production threshold, and b) where it lies below this threshold, making cc the main Table. 1. decay mode. The results for best fits to the data using events from all of the above fluxes, and considering both kinematic regions, are shown in Fig. 4 . The solid red line represents the total of the contributions from the various fluxes, and we find that it provides a good description to the data across the energy range of the sample. The best fit values of the parameters are given in Table 1 . The corresponding normalisation of the astrophysical flux is shown in terms of the flux at the 100 TeV binÑ Ast = E 2 Φ Ast | 100 TeV GeV cm −2 s −1 sr −1 . We note the following features of Fig 4, which also conform to emergent features of IC data:
• The secondary neutrino event spectrum has a shape that would allow it to account for a 'bump', or excess, such as presently seen in the vicinity of 30-100 TeV.
• The astrophysical neutrino contribution, especially in the bb case, is not a major component. This is unlike the standard situation where only astrophysical neutrinos account for events beyond 30 TeV, requiring a flux very close to the Waxman-Bahcall bound.
• A dip in the region 400-1000 TeV occurs naturally due to the presence of fluxes of different origin in this region.
• Over the present exposure period, no HESE events are expected in the region beyond 2-3 PeV, since the only contributing flux here is the astrophysical flux, which is significantly lower in this scenario as opposed to the IC best-fits. With more exposure, some astrophysical events can be expected to show up in this region. The mediator mass limited to below bb production threshold, so that it can dominantly decay only to cc pairs.
Parameter correlation analyses
It is useful to examine the parameter space for Scenario I allowed by IC data. We use the case of a pseudo-scalar mediator as representative, and examine the correlations and degeneracies between the parameters. We give contour plots between pairs of parameters for each of the LDM decay scenarios considered above, i.e. for decay to bb and to cc. Noting that the sub-PeV events in the HESE sample that do not have their origin in the atmosphere are, in our scenario, either from the secondary neutrino flux or from the astrophysical (power-law) neutrino flux, we denote the total number (in the 1347-day sample) of the former by N DM , and that of the latter by N Ast . For each case we start with the best-fit values obtained in the previous section for each of the parameters in the set: {N DM , m a , N Ast , γ, m φ , g q }. We note that N DM is proportional to (f φ g 2 χ )/τ φ , whereas the primary DM component of the event spectrum, coming from χ scattering off ice nuclei at PeV energies is related to m φ , f φ (g χ g q ) 2 /τ φ and m a . For a fixed γ, specifying the N Ast is tantamount to specifying the overall astrophysical flux normalisation A in the uniform power-law spectrum Φ Ast = AE −γ .
The total number of signal events observed in the 1347-day IC sample is 35 at its bestfit value, with a 1σ (3σ) variation of 29-42 (20-57) . This assumes the conventional atmospheric background is at the expected best-fit, and the prompt background is zero. Selecting two parameters for each analysis, we vary their values progressively from their best-fits, while marginalizing over the other parameters over their allowed 1σ (3σ) ranges. For each pair of the chosen two-parameter subset, we compute the ∆χ 2 
where p a , p b represent the value of the two chosen parameters in the iteration. With the resulting ∆χ 2 we plot 1σ and 3σ contours enclosing the allowed variation of these parameters (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ). Due to the sparse statistics presently available, the 3σ allowed regions in these plots permit the IC data to be fit well for a wide range of values of the chosen variables. best fit parameter points are shown in Fig. 8 . They are compared with both the Fermi-LAT data [135] at lower energies, and cosmic ray air shower experiment (KASCADE [136] and GRAPES-3 [137] ) data at higher energies. These constraints significantly restrict the available parameter-space, and, indeed, our best-fit values for the N DM lie in a disfavoured region. We find, however, that a reasonable region of the allowed 3σ parameters-space is nonetheless consistent with these constraints, and that the allowed region for bb is larger than that for cc. Fig. 7 reflects these conclusions. ator scenario, where the mediator a dominantly decays to bb (left) and cc (right). The current constraints from Fermi-LAT data [135] at lower energies, and cosmic ray air shower experiment (KASCADE [136] and GRAPES-3 [137] ) data at higher energies are also shown.
Scalar mediator
In this section we explore the case when the mediator a in Scenario I is a scalar. The relevant double differential χN scattering cross-section in this case is given by:
where, the various quantities used are as before (Eq. (3.5)).
The parameter values at the best-fit point are shown in Table 2 , and we show the corresponding event rates in Fig 9. It is interesting to note that, compared to the pseudoscalar case, due to the additional terms contributing to the differential χN scattering cross-section (in particular, the 4Q 2 m 2 χ term), the best fit value for g q turns out be smaller in the scalar case, while rest of the relevant parameters take similar values. The gamma-ray constraints on the scalar mediator case are found to be similar to the pseudo-scalar case, and as discussed in Sec. 2.3, the collider constraints on the coupling parameters are also of similar magnitude. As further explained in Sec. 2.3, although we restrict ourselves to regions of parameter space where f χ is very small, for parameter values where f χ becomes appreciable, there are additional constraints from relic density requirements as well as direct detection bounds. The spin-independent direct detection bounds in particular are very stringent in the scalar mediator scenario, unless the DM mass lies below O(10 GeV), where the nuclear-recoil experiments lose sensitivity. Overall, stronger constraints notwithstanding, we find that the best-fit point lies in an allowed region of the parameter space, and provides an excellent fit to the data, with explanations for the observed features identical to those described in the last subsection.
Best fit parameters m
a [GeV] g q f φ g 2 χ /τ φ s −1 γÑ ast (all flavour) a → cc
Vector and axial-vector mediators
The double differential cross section in the case of a vector mediator is given by:
where, g q is the coupling of Z to the quark q, and s ≈ 2 xE χ M N .
To evade the strong bounds particular to vector (and axial-vector) mediators coming from dijet resonance searches in collider experiments, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, we impose a penalty on the χ 2 computation whenever the combination of the coupling constant and M Z extends into a region disfavoured at more than 90% confidence level. Once we have thus determined the allowed region of the parameter space, we show the results (Fig.  10) corresponding to a benchmark point in this space, defined by the values in Table 3 , that maximises the contribution from secondary neutrinos from DM decay (Flux-3), and correspondingly deems the astrophysical neutrino component insignificantly small (which we consequently do not show). An increased flux for the latter can be accommodated by a corresponding scaling down of the value of f φ g 2 χ /τ φ and so on. Table 3 : Benchmark values of relevant parameters in the case of a vector mediator Z , when it decays to all possiblepairs. The value of m φ used here is ∼ 5.0 PeV. As noted in the text, we have chosen a benchmark point in the parameter space that maximises the secondary ν contribution from DM decay, and consequently deems the astrophysical flux negligible. The latter has therefore not been shown here.
As seen in Fig. 10 , unlike the pseudo-scalar and the scalar cases, we note that the galactic and the extra galactic secondary flux events remain approximately flat with decreasing energy below ≈ 1 PeV. This results in the absence of a dip or deficit in the region 400 TeV-1 PeV which is one of the features of the present IC data that we would like to reproduce in Scenario I. This can be mitigated by increasing the mass of the mediator (see Fig 11) . A comparison with the pseudoscalar mediator event spectrum, where this problem is absent, is shown for a fixed mass, in the right panel Fig. 11 .
We now turn to the relevant gamma-ray constraints, along the same lines we studied it for the case of a pseudo-scalar mediator. While the differential three-body decay width of the HDM follows somewhat different distributions for different choices of mediator spin and CP properties, the very large boost of the mediator particle washes out these differences to a large extent, and we arrive at a similar spectral shape as discussed for the spin-0 mediators above. We find that the corresponding constraints are not severe, but may have mild tension in some energy regions. As far as relic density and spin-independent direct detection bounds are concerned, similar considerations as in the scalar mediator case would also apply to the vector mediator scenario, and we refer the reader to the discussion in Sec. 3.2.
Even though the differential χN cross-section behaves similarly in the vector and axialvector scenarios (in small m χ and m q limit), there are additional important considerations particular to the axial-vector case that limit the available parameter space very stringently. As explained earlier, in order to accommodate the PeV events by χN DIS scattering, we require that the three body decay width of the HDM is much smaller than its two body decay width. However, as shown in Fig. 12 , the three-body branching ratio starts to dominate for g χ values as low as 0.01 in the axial-vector case, whereas for scalar, pseudoscalar or vector mediators, the three-body branching ratio becomes large only for g χ ≥ 1. Thus, since the PeV event rate is proportional to g 2 χ g 2 q f φ /τ φ , to obtain the required number of events in the PeV region, the value of g q needs to be pushed higher than its perturbative upper bound of 4π. Ultimately, we find that it is not possible to fit both the PeV and 
Scenario II: Excess events in the 30-100 TeV region caused by LDM scattering on Ice and its implications
As discussed in Sec. 1.2, in Scenario II, we relax the assumption made regarding the origin of the three PeV events in Scenario I, and perform a completely general fit to both the PeV and the sub-PeV HESE data, with all four of the flux components taken together. This essentially implies that the HDM mass m φ is also left floating in the fit in the entire range [30 TeV, 2.5 PeV]. Therefore, the space of parameters now comprises the set m φ , F, m a , γ and N ast . We find that doing this causes the best-fit HDM mass to float to a value O(500) TeV, so that the resulting LDM spectra from its decay are naturally able to explain the bump, or excess in the ∼ 50-100 TeV energy range that is seen in the IC data. At the present time, this feature has a statistical significance of about 2.3σ. An important consequence of this is that the flux of secondary neutrinos from mediator decay, which played an important role in Scenario I, now populates the low energy bins (between 1 TeV to 10 TeV) and falls outside the range relevant to our fit (the IC threshold for the HESE events is 30 TeV ). This flux is thus subsumed in the atmospheric background. At energies of around a TeV, where the secondary neutrino flux from three-body decays of HDMs in this scenario might have been otherwise important, the atmospheric neutrino flux is already about a 1000 times higher, and completely overwhelms it. Furthermore, the full-volume IceCube is only sensitive to contained events depositing at least about 10 TeV in the detector, hence this flux is also largely rendered unobservable because it lies outside the HESE sensitivity range.
Note that Scenario II also suggests that the other currently emergent features, the cluster of 3 events close to 1-2 PeV and the dip in the 400 TeV-1 PeV region, which were very important motivations for Scenario I, may not survive with time. Thus, at the current level of statistics, this fit gives primacy to the 50-100 TeV excess. In Scenario I, the PeV events, assumed to arise from the two-body decay of HDM, will (in the form of cascades resembling NC neutrino events) steadily increase in number and manifest themselves as an excess or bump, whereas in Scenario II they would just become part of the overall astrophysical power-law neutrino spectrum without a special origin. The related dip, or deficit, currently seen in the 400 TeV to 1 PeV region would gradually become prominent and significant in Scenario I, but would get smoothed over in Scenario II. Consequently" in Scenario II the only relevant fluxes are the astrophysical flux and the χ flux originating from the two body decay of φ, in addition to, of course, the background atmospheric flux. We show the representative contributing fluxes in Fig. 13 .
The best fit parameters for the fit in Scenario II are given in Table 4 , and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 14 , for the pseudo-scalar mediator scenario (left column), and the axial-vector mediator scenario (right column). As in Scenario I, the scalar and pseudo-scalar mediators lead to similar fits. However, unlike in Scenario I, since the secondary neutrino flux lies outside the energy range under study, both vector and axialvector mediators lead to similar results for Scenario II. Therefore, we have not shown the scalar and vector cases separately. The similarity in the number of events originating from DM and from astrophysical neutrinos in the two cases is not surprising. In both cases, only the small excess in the vicinity of ∼ 50 − 100 TeV is due to DM cascades, the remaining events conform to the expected astrophysical neutrino spectrum, which then sets the normalization and the index. Consequently, we also note an important difference between the astrophysical fluxes in Scenario II compared to Scenario I, i.e. in Scenario I this flux is usually sub-dominant to the secondary neutrino flux, whereas in Scenario II it accounts for all events except those comprising the excess in the range ∼ 50-100 TeV. The difference in m φ in the two cases is due to the variation in the values of y for the two type of mediators.
Gamma-ray constraints on Scenario II
As for Scenario I, the diffuse gamma-ray constraints provide the most significant restrictions on our parameter space, and lead to upper bounds on f φ g 2 χ /τ φ . The behaviour of the differential γ-ray flux is sensitive to the mediator mass and the type of mediator under study, as shown in Fig. 15 . Using results on the diffuse gamma ray fluxes from Fermi-LAT, KASCADE and GRAPES3 data, we obtain upper bounds on f φ g 2 χ /τ φ for the pseudo-scalar Table 4 . As before the monochromatic spike at m φ /2 due to the galactic χ flux is not shown here. The maximum allowed values of (f φ g 2 χ )/τ φ have been used for the flux computation here.
The upper bounds on F that result from the above are significantly more stringent for the axial-vector case, and rule out the best-fit case shown in Fig. 14 for this mediator. The best-fit shown for the pseudo-scalar case is broadly consistent with the current gamma-ray constraints.
Muon-Track events
Our discussion so far has been confined to the HESE events, whose starting vertices are, by definition, contained within the IC instrumented volume. More recently, however, a 6-year analysis of through-going muon track events at IC has been reported [133] . The events in this data sample include those with interaction vertices outside this volume. There are events both in the PeV and the sub-PeV regions. When fit with a uniform astrophysical power-law flux, this sample prefers a stronger astrophysical spectrum, with γ = 2.13 ± 0.13. This is notably different from the conclusion from the HESE analysis, which suggests γ = 2.57, whilst disfavouring a spectrum with γ = 2.0 at more than 3σ. This tension could, perhaps be a hint for additional flux components which cannot be accounted for in a simple power-law picture. Indeed, as pointed out in [133] , a possible reason for the tension could be a flux component from galactic sources, which becomes sub-dominant as the energy increases. We note that the secondary neutrino flux from the galaxy, which dominates the sub-PeV contribution in Scenario I, is a possibility that conforms to this requirement. While we have not attempted a full comparative study of this sample in the context of our scenarios here, we have tried to get an approximate idea of the track event predictions that Scenario I and II would give. In Scenario I, for example, contributions to these events would arise from the secondary neutrino and astrophysical fluxes. We can then compare the predicted event rates with those predicted by the IC best-fit astrophysical flux (with index 2.13, from [133] ). We show the comparisons in Fig. 16 for the pseudoscalar mediator in Scenario I. The through-going track events span the energy range from 190 TeV to a few PeV [133] . For both the cases when pseudoscalar a → bb and a → cc we have taken a value of f φ g 2 χ /τ φ which satisfies all constraints. For the astrophysical flux, the values of the index and the normalisations were however fixed to their best-fit values (Fig. 16) .
We find good overlap with the IC prediction (i.e., the red and black curves) in the lower part of the energy range of interest, i.e. 190 TeV to ∼ 600 TeV (where most of the observations lie); however, for higher energies the curves differ, and Scenario I predicts substantially less through-going muon track events. We note that statistics in higher energy region are sparse, making definitive conclusions difficult. In the multi-PeV region, for instance, the highest energy event in this 6-yr sample [133] , has a deposited energy of ∼ 2.6 PeV, and an estimated muon energy of about 4.5 PeV. It is difficult to say if this is an unusually high energy event isolated in origin from the rest; for a detailed discussion of possibilities, see [159] .
Similarly, we show the IC prediction along with the expectation for Scenario II in Fig  17. Although our Scenario II flux is somewhat lower than the IC fit, the agreement overall is reasonable (given the present level of statistics), since the astrophysical power-law flux is a dominant contributor in Scenario II, unlike in Scenario I. Further confirmation will have to await more data, especially in the high energy region (E ν ≥ 3 PeV). 
Summary and Conclusions
By steadily accumulating high energy events over the last four years in the energy range 30 TeV to 2 PeV, IC has conclusively established the presence of a diffuse flux or fluxes which have a non-atmospheric origin and (at least partially) extra-galactic origin, the source(s) of which are at present largely unknown.
Standard expectations dictate that this signal is due to a flux of astrophysical neutrinos, primarily from sources outside of our galaxy, and that it should correspond to a uniform Features in the data seem to indicate that there are deviations from these expectations, which may signal the presence of one or more additional fluxes. These features include a) a lack of cascade events beyond 2.1 PeV, in spite of both IC's sensitivity in this region, and the presence of the Glashow resonance around 6.3 PeV; b) a possible dip in the spectrum between 400 TeV-1 PeV; c) a low energy excess of around 2.3σ significance over and above the IC best-fit power-law spectrum in the energy range 50−100 TeV. In addition, an overall puzzling feature of the flux is its unexpected proximity to the WB bound, since standard expectations would argue for a neutrino flux that is a factor of a few below this upper limit.
In this work, we have explored the idea that some of the events in IC which cause the overall signal to deviate from the standard power-law originate from the scattering of boosted DM on ice. We have considered two scenarios, both involving the incidence of such fermionic dark matter (LDM), which is produced (in the context of a minimal two-component dark matter sector) from the slow decay of its (significantly) heavier cousin (HDM). The LDM, upon scattering off the ice-nuclei inside IC, mimicks standard model neutrino-nucleon neutral current scattering, but, in general, with weaker interaction strengths. If the HDM has a mass ∼ 5-10 PeV, the LDM flux can be shown to peak in a cluster around the 1-2 PeV energies and, with the right parameters, can explain the IC PeV events. This forms the basis of Scenario I, which accounts for the rest of the events (at sub-PeV energies), by a combination of those from astrophysical sources and a secondary neutrino flux originating from the decay of the mediator involved in the LDM-nucleon scattering. It is interesting to note that the secondary neutrinos naturally provide a bump in the region 30-100 TeV once the parameters for the three PeV events from LDM scattering are fixed.
On the other hand, in Scenario II, for lighter masses of the HDM ∼ 500-800 TeV, the LDM flux leads to scattering events in the sub-PeV ∼ 30-100 TeV energies and is helpful in explaining this low-energy excess over and above a harder (compared to Scenario I) astrophysical power-law flux. In both scenarios, in order to explain observations, our work incorporates the direct detection of boosted DM by IC, in addition to its detecting UHE neutrinos. This allows the standard astrophysical flux to stay appreciably below the WB bound for Scenario I, and, to a lesser extent, for Scenario II. Four different mediators which connect the SM and DM sectors are considered, specifically, scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector and axial-vector. For Scenario I, we find excellent fits to the IC data in both spin-0 mediator cases -the LDM scattering explains the three PeV events with a hard cut-off set by the HDM mass. It has a soft astrophysical power-law flux that dies out around energies of 400 TeV, and a small but significant neutrino flux from the decay of the mediator that helps explain the small bump around 30-100 TeV, making the full spectrum a better match to the data than a power-law-only spectrum. However, for the pseudo-scalar, stringent constraints from γ-ray observations rule out the region of parameter space where the best-fit itself lies. The allowed 3σ parameter-space region around the best-fit is quite large, nevertheless, and we find that a significant portion of this is as yet allowed by the γ-ray bounds.
For spin-1 mediators, in Scenario I we find significantly increased tension between constraints and best-fit parameters in the vector mediator case, but are, nevertheless, able to fit the IC data well for specific values of the parameters within the allowed regions. The case for the axial-vector mediator is, unfortunately, more pessimistic: we find that perturbativity requirements on the coupling constants prevent a simultaneous fit to the observed PeV and sub-PeV data.
If, with future data, Scenario I were to sustain, we would expect to see a gradual statistical improvement in the evidence for a dip-like structural feature around 400-800 TeV, since this region marks the interface of fluxes of different origins. One would see a paucity of events beyond 2.1 PeV, due to a significantly lower astrophysical flux compared to current IC predictions. In addition, a PeV event spectrum predominantly from LDM scattering (due to HDM decay) predicts i) a significantly enhanced ratio of cascade-totrack events approximately in the (0.75-2.5 PeV) region, ii) a build-up in the number of such cascade events in this region as the HDM decay and LDM scattering proceed, and iii) a small but non-zero number of up-going cascades in this energy region over time from the northern hemisphere compared to the case where these events would have been due to a neutrino flux (because of the relatively lower χ-nucleon cross section and consequent reduced screening by the earth.) 11 . Finally, through-going muon track events beyond ∼ 3 PeV are also expected to be lower in number in this scenario than what current IC powerlaw fit predictions suggest. The overall signal would also exhibit a gradual galactic bias with more statistics, since generically, in DM scenarios, the contributions from our galaxy and from extra-galactic DM are roughly of the same order. Such a directional bias is not expected in a genuinely isotropic flux 12 .These features would be in contrast to what one 11 We note that IC has already observed an upgoing cascade in this energy region, with deposited energy 0.77 ± 0.22 PeV [160] 12 We stress that in our scenario also, the events due to the astrophysical neutrino flux (Flux-1) will be would expect to see if the standard astrophysical power-law flux explanation were indeed responsible for the observed events and will be discernable as statistics increase. Scenario II, on the other hand, is designed to explain only the event excess at 50-100 TeV energies as being due to DM scattering on ice, with the other events, including those above 1 PeV, attributed to an astrophysical neutrino power-law spectrum. It thus assumes that the other features, including the 400-800 TeV dip and the existence of a cut-off beyond ∼ 2 PeV, which are part of Scenario I, would gradually disappear and smooth out over time. It is in good agreement with the HESE data, and because it requires a harder astrophysical spectrum to explain the highest energy events, it is also in better agreement with IC's six-year through-going muon track data. Indeed, its predictions for both cascade and track events (both starting and through-going) are only slightly below those of the official IC fits. The secondary neutrinos produced from the decays of the mediator in this scenario peak at energies around a TeV and lie in a region dominated by the conventional atmospheric background. They are thus not consequential to our considerations here. With respect to the different types of mediators, this scenario is somewhat less constrained overall compared to Scenario I. The best-fits we obtain for the vector and axial-vector cases are disallowed by gamma-ray observations; nevertheless, good fits in the 3σ region are possible. The scalar and pseudo-scalar mediators make for better agreement, with their best-fits being allowed.
To conclude, we have shown that present differences in the IC data in comparison to what is expected from standard astrophysical diffuse neutrino fluxes may be explained by assuming that the full spectrum is made up of multiple flux components, with one significant component being the flux of a boosted DM particle. Depending on the HDM mass, the LDM flux either peaks at PeV energies (Scenario I) and explains the PeV events in the 4-yr HESE sample, or at lower energies (Scenario II) and aids in explaining the 50-100 TeV excess. In Scenario I, the excess at 50-100 TeV is naturally accounted for by a secondary neutrino flux from HDM decay. In both cases, the different components conspire in ways that explain the IC data better than any single component flux can. This is in spite of strong constraints from γ-ray observations, which limit but do not completely exclude the available 3σ parameter space around the corresponding best-fits. On this note, it is worth mentioning that our work skirts the recent strong constraints [139] on masses and lifetimes of heavy DM decays as explanations of IC events, as they apply to scenarios in which such DM decays directly to SM particles. Finally, we have also discussed signatures that would, with future data, help distinguish each case under consideration from fits with a solely uniform power-law flux. More data over the next few years should be able to conclusively support or veto such multi-component explanations of high-energy observations at IC compared to other, more standard expectations. 
